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About This Game

TENKYU is a simple game rolling the ball to the goal without dropping the stage in the 3D world.

Key Features
· Three dimensional stage design

· All 30 stages
· 3 difficulty levels for each stage

keyboard shotrcut
· R : Retry

· N : Next Level
· P : Prev Level

· ESC : Quit Level / Quit Game
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Peaceful and lovely. Like all its predecessors, it's good for playing when you want something low-frustration; I tend to play it
when I'm trying to wind down before bed.. Win7 64bit start problem solution:

Start menu > Control Panel > Hardware and Sound > Sound > Double-click on primary playback device > Advanced tab > Set
format to 24-bit 44.1khz or 48khz. Puzzle Quest的扑克牌版. A little buggy, but the devs are good about bein active with fixes.
Game has lots of humor, good puzzles to make you really think, a cliched but well written story, interesting characters.
Definitely worth the 10 hours to complete it.. insert text here). Since this game is from the people that made men of war, this is
crap, its graphics, terrible, the controls, hard as heck, to learn, the difficlty, insane, this is terrible.
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The first thing you should know about Ambition of the Slimes if you are considering picking it up is that although it is a strategy
RPG, the emphasis is much more on the "strategy" than the "RPG". Grinding will only help you so much; far more important is
choosing the right slimes and making the right moves. If this sounds too stressful, then you may want to seek out another game
(however, please note that there is an Easy difficulty which I didn't touch-- I stuck with Normal, plus replayed some levels on Hard
and did a few Challenges-- so YMMV).

On the other hand, if a strategy-heavy RPG sounds appealing, then you may like Ambition of the Slimes. The core mechanic is
guiding your physically weak slimes over to enemy humans and taking them over. The comical animation for this possession never
gets old, and a lot of the fun comes in figuring out the best ways to get the strongest human units on your side. Each type of slime
has a special attribute or ability, ranging from teleportation to high defense. Some abilities, like Melt, temporarily weaken its target
and makes them easier to possess. As mentioned before, figuring out the right strategy for each stage is extremely important, and
although I restarted many maps multiple times to try out different approaches, I never felt that the game was unfair.

The game's story, set in a fantasy world where slimes have suddenly gained this new possession ability and are now on a rampage,
is fairly light and entertaining for what it is. The graphics and music have the same sort of fun retro aesthetic featured in other
games published by Flyhigh Works, and the controls and UI are well designed and easy to understand, for the most part.

My nitpicks are few. The battle art for the humans tends to be samey-- most of them are some variation on either "Skinny Guy" or
"Fanservice Gal". Also, there could've been a little more variety in the music, the localization is sometimes clunky, and the ending
could've been better.

Still, in the end, none of these put much of a damper on my overall enjoyment of this game. Fans of strategy games and\/or quirky
Japanese indie stuff should find a lot to like here.. Some problems, but overall a pretty comfy game, maybe not worth 15 dollars
but if its on sale i'd pick it up. The greatest strategy game in the history RTS. Its like Ender's Game only world war two. We play this
with the guys at office with 4 of us playing on one side and one person standing behind as our commander for coordinated attacks.
Best.♥♥♥♥♥♥ EVER.. Its a good game. Its basically BeJewled but without gems. The story is very vague. All I know is that I am
versing NPCs that are absolute garbage at basically BeJewled. Its basic and good. I liked it quite a lot even without trading card and
achivements. It makes you appreciate the game for what it was for. It seems like a good basic game. I don't think it exactly worth
$4.99. I got mine with a discount from trading cards.. Treadnauts is the kind of game that hits all the bases. Everything I want
from couch-gaming can be satisfied after playing just one match.

>Pros
-It's flawless movement mechanics make the game feel buttery smooth with a controller in hand.
-The art style is unforgettable, it's suave and leaves a smile on your face.
-Jazz never felt so smooth, as in, the music is dope as heck and sticks in your head like a child's favorite cartoon theme song.
-Caring developers who update the game regularly with relevant and meaningful changes.
-Tons of maps too keep players engaged and gameplay fresh.
-High skill ceiling that creates a competitive atmosphere.
-"Easy to learn, hard to master" style game that makes it fun for both casual and competitive gamers.

>Cons
Every game has little flaws, this game is no exception, it's still in early access and I'm impressed by how far it's come from its
release. So far, there is nothing inherently bad about the game.

>Summary
Treadnauts is a real stand out game. It's level of polish and charm make it a fun experience every time you hop in the pilot's seat.
It's refreshing and fast-paced gameplay make it good for a quick pick-me-up or competitive gaming session. I'd recommend this
game to anyone!
. so much fun. i am definetly enjoying it. if u are a fan of pshyhological horror you MUST get this game.. Very hard, often
punishingly so. A perfect recreation of an 8-bit side-scroller, complete with the niggling issues that made those games so frustrating.
3 lives, no continues. So you die 3 times, you start again. Janky controls that end up getting you stuck on walls, shooting into mid air
and trapped in corners. The enemies can take much less damage than you but that's about their only weakness. Constantly and
almost immediately respawning, it's clear the developers had little imagination as to where the game would go and instead made one
intensely hard level that with enough practise you could likely complete in around 30 minutes. Problem is, I don't have the will to
memorize enemy locations and wrestle with outdated controls to actually get that far.. Better than android version,love this
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game,love the music,love Abbie!
And my friend code is 80b 71d b12.Just add me!. Breakout on LSD
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